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Power
Fuel Consumption
Emissions

Noise reduction
Fun to drive

High injection pressure, especially at part load
Multiple injection
Sophisticated control strategies
Pilot Injection (<1mm3/str) or injection rate control
Variable-geometry turbo-charger (VGT)
Open loop controlled intake swirl
Cooled EGR, closed-loop system
Oxidation catalyst
Particulate filter system
NOx reduction system
(NSC, SCR)

ECU Different ial
Pressure
Sensor

Temperature
Sensor

T emperature
Sensor

Opt ional:
Soot Sensor

Part icul ate Filter

Ox idation C atalyst

Source: DS/EAS

Diesel Injection Systems
Development Path

Further progress in case of diesel engines will be
achieved by

!  Even higher injection pressure

!  Sophisticated injection and control strategies

!  Closed loop exhaust gas recirculation systems

!  and so on.

If this is not sufficient to fulfil for example NOx or
particulate limits, NOx-reduction systems and particulate
filter systems are under development.

All these steps will help to better meet legislation limits
(concerning consumption and emissions)  and to
increase consumer benefits.
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Trends in Gasoline Engines

Trends in Diesel Engines

Additional Trends in Powertrain

Roadmaps

Emissions and Consumption, actual Status

Conclusion

Overview

It becomes more and more obvious that technologies
only related to the engine might not be sufficient to
meet future demands.

So, we have to widen our view on the whole
powertrain, including for example the transmission and
the cooling system.
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High efficiency
of complete drivetrain

Continuously Variable Transmission

Continuous smooth acceleration
Best comfort/cost balance
for all classes

Automated Shift Transmission

High efficiency of transmission
Cost effective solution
for compact cars

(Future) Transmission Solutions for
low Fuel Consumption

Source: FV/SL1

The transmission couples the engine to the car, so it is
responsible to enable best engine operating conditions for each
specific drivers demand situation.

We recognise two trends leading to better and mainly more
efficient performance of transmission:

!  On the right you see an automated shift transmission,
combining  the unbeatable efficiency of a manual transmission
with the possibility of a automated and controlled operation

!  The CVT on the left side provides a high comfort by continuos
transmission rate and allows high efficiency of the complete
powertrain as well.

We should be aware of the fact that the automated transmissions
that are mainly popular in the US and Japan, provide best comfort
but at the same time lower efficiency, leading to an increased fuel
consumption.
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Climate blower

Climate control

Supplementary water pump

Latent-heat
accumulator

Starter-
generator

Fan module

Radiator shutter

Main water pump

Valve
Engine management

Auxiliary heating

Emission heat
exchanger

 

Thermomanagement

Source: FV/SLT

Thermomanagement is a major part of the co-ordinated
management of the mechanical, electrical and thermal
energy flows in the car.

As a part of an overall vehicle concept, it might save up
to 5% fuel consumption; when combining it with a start-
stop-system, another 5-8% might be achievable.

The technical background for this improvement is the
fact that today's engine cooling system is a
compromise, being more driven by cost than by
efficiency. Introducing closed loop controls and
controllable components (valves, pumps, ..) will allow to
run the engine at much better conditions and such
improve its efficiency.

A starter-generator, enabling start-stop operation, might
be the first step towards a �mild� hybrid.
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Trends in Diesel Engines
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Conclusion

Overview

Finally, I�d like to invite you to have a look at two
roadmaps:

!  The first one being related to powertrain systems
and the corresponding technologies with priority to
Europe

!  The second one displays the development paths
specifically related to engine concepts, both for Europe
and the US
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2000 2005 2010

LEVII EURO IV SULEVACEA
140g CO2/ km

Powertrain Systems

Electric machines,
vehicle electrical
systems

High-performance
generator

High-performance batteries

Starter generator
unit 14/42 V

Traction units
10-50 kW

Engine
Diesel

Gasoline

Cylinder 
individual
 control

DI
Supercharging

Injection pressure
Injection characteristic formation

Supercharging,
downsizing

Fully variable
valve timing

Exhaustgas aftertreatment

GDI

Transmission CVT
AST Electrical-mechan. transmission

Electric machine in drivetrain (hybrid)

Roadmap

Source: FV/SL1

In case of diesel engines, high pressure injection is already
introduced and will be followed by an increase of the injection
pressure in combination with supercharging. Injection
characteristics formation will be introduced around 2005. - For
gasoline engines, introduction of GDI, followed by supercharging
and downsizing will be the key actions in the next years. To finally
reach emission targets, specific exhaust gas aftertreatment might
become necessary, especially for heavy cars.

In the area of electrical machines, the increased demand of power
will lead to even bigger generators than today and, if necessary, to
integrated starter-generators. This might be, by the way, a major
key driver for 42V-systems.

The automation of the transmission will increase powertrain
efficiency remarkably; together with strong electrical machines, this
might lead to electro-mechanical drivetrains, a step towards hybrid
vehicles
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H2 ?

CNG

Reduction of global CO2-emissions (Pas Cars)

Emission reduction

   LEV
-10%0% -20% -30% -40% -50%

 ULEV

SULEV

(E)ZEV

ULEV 2

Development Paths

GDI λ = 1
+TC+SC-E

FE Leader 
GDI

GDI
stratified

GDI
spray guided

PFI
today

Diesel
today

Diesel + PT 
+ NOX -trap

FE Leader 
Diesel + PT

+ SCR

Source: GS/ESK-H, DS/EL3

Environment and Economy
CO2-Reduction and Emission of Engine Concepts

This slide shows our view of achieving future emission targets
together with low consumption:
Today, we have a relative  comfortable situation concerning
emissions with gasoline port fuel injection (PFI) and with modern
high pressure diesel injection concerning fuel consumption.
To meet even stronger emission targets in the US, development
will continue based on PFI, finally leading to fuel economy leader,
based on GDI
In Europe, due to the ACEA self commitment to achieve 140g
CO2/km, introduction of GDI will have first priority; using improved
technologies for the combustion process, emission behavior will be
improved as well.
Diesel injection systems will be improved by sophisticated
formation of injection characteristics. To meet  the emission
targets, we expect NOx-traps and particulate filters to become
necessary, at least for heavy cars.
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Let me  summarise my statements in a few words:
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Within the next 5 - 10 years, system and component
development is driven by emission and CO2 targets

 > 2010 total energy efficiency comes into focus

-  engine optimisation and coordinated powertrain
   control
-  new design of thermal and electrical systems
-  coordinated control of vehicle energy systems 
-  networking of systems

Conclusions (1)

Our expectation is that within the next 5 to 10 years,
development of systems and components will be
mainly driven by emission and CO2 targets.
The main fields of activities will be:
!  Engine and powertrain,
!  new design of thermal and electrical systems and
!  co-ordinated control of all vehicle energy systems,
which will lead to a more and more networking of all
related systems.

In a more distant future, total energy efficiency (�from
well to wheel�) will come into focus.
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�   Diesel engine: focus on emissions

�   Gasoline engine: focus on fuel efficiency

�   Ranking of measures to reduce fuel consumption:

driven by cost          /           benefit relation

             engine

           powertrain

         vehicle mass

Conclusions (2)

!  For diesel engines, first priority will be the improvement of
emissions
!  where as for cars that are powered by gasoline engines,
focus will lie on fuel efficiency.

In all cases, we have to keep in mind, that the applied
technologies must remain affordable for the consumer; so the
priority for their development and introduction will be
controlled by their individual cost/benefit relation. From this
point of view, engine related approaches are most suitable,
followed by powertrain technologies and reducing the vehicle
mass.

So coming back to the title of my contribution, we are
convinced that there is still a long and fruitful future for the
internal combustion engine until it might be replaced by other
technologies such as fuel cell.
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